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Let's start a new chapter in our lives....
 

Starting something new can be incredibly difficult and there are a lot
of things that stop us taking this step. If you are reading this then you
have taken that first crucial step to starting something new and

Welcome to the Team!
At let's grow kids we are all part of the same team. Our mission is to be
connected, to look out for each other and build relationships which
are caring, loving and helpful. We are delighted that you have made
the decision to join our team and we look forward to sharing your

parenting journey with you.
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Let's start working together....
 

We will connect you with a Coach who will be you first point of
contact who will arrange sessions with you at a time that suits you
and your family. Remember we are all part of the same team and if

you want to check in with us between sessions we're here.
You can connect by phone, email or Facebook  using the contact

information given to you at your first session.
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The people
in your life

Meeting your
families
needs:
Finding a
starting point

What we know about establishing a starting point
is that we can have lot's of different people in our
life but if the relationships aren't helpful it can
sometimes create more difficulty rather than
alleviate stress and feeling overwhelmed. This
process empowers you to have a think about who
you have in your life and what, if anything, is
missing.  

Once we have looked at the "who you have in your
life" we can look at what relationships are helpful and
start to prioritise areas you identify . 
The important thing to remember when establishing a
starting point is that it is just that. It's an opportunity to
work out what your families needs are and how you
meet them while maintaining balance in your life.
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Healthcare

Family Friends

Education

Other servicesAquaintaces

Your GP, Dentist, Midwife, Health Visitor and
other Health staff you see for any other

conditions. It can also include peadiatric
health staff who may be  treating your child t

People you see and interact with regularly but
wouldn't go to for support or advice if you

needed it ie Parent at a club or group 

 This can be your immediate family ie Parents, 
 Grandparents, Siblings  or it can be your wider

family  ie  Aunts, Uncles, Cousins and so forth 

This can include friends from childhood,
friends you've made while pregnant or at
toddler groups and friends who don't live near
you

Go Ape, do you have the opportunity to access
a swimming pool or get out for a family walk
and are you confident to go ape?

This might include  Therapeutic services,
Social Work or other agencies like Womens
Aid, Advocacy Services or Addiction Services 



What your
Family need

Meeting your
families
needs:
Finding a
starting point

Sometimes we can feel isolated even when we
are part of a family unit or have friends and family
around us. Finding a starting point with what
your family needs is a chance for you to look at
what you have in your life now and how you
maintain your value set while addressing your
families needs. Some things are very basic needs
which can be affected by situations out with your
control. 

Once we have looked at the "what your family needs
section" we can start to prioritise what you would like
to work on. 
The important thing to remember when establishing a
starting point is that it is just that. It's an opportunity to
work out what your families needs are and how you
meet them while maintaining balance in your life.
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Housing

Time Together Socializing

Excercise 

CommunityAccess to a healthy
diet

Affordable housing  that meets your families
needs. t

Do you have enough money each week to
provide a healthy diet for your family. Do you

feel confident with your knowledge of a
healthy diet for your family 

Space to chat and play where you all feel
included and respected 

This could be  an existing friendship group or
family. Do you get a chance to spend time with
people in a social capacity. are they "like
minded" or do they  have different value sets to
you?

Go Ape, do you have the opportunity to access
a swimming pool or get out for a family walk
and are you confident to go ape?

How do you get on with accessing Family
health services and education services in your
area for your family. 



What you
need

Meeting your
families
needs:
Finding a
starting point

Sometimes our mind can play tricks on us. It
creates feelings of "not good enough". This
feeling, if left un-checked can eat away at your
self esteem and wellbeing. In some cases you
may need to make changes and in others it may
be that your confidence needs a boost but in both
cases you need to find a starting point.
To help you work out a starting point we look at
where you are at right now and how confident
you feel.

Once we have looked at the "what you need section"
we can start to prioritise what you would like to work
on. 

The important thing to remember when establishing a
starting point is that it is just that. It's your ground
Zero, a place to set the foundation for the next chapter
of your parenting life.
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Sleep

Time Alone Socializing

Excercise 

CommunityFueling your body

None of us function on too little sleep. While
we adapt as parents to less sleep we can't do

without

What do you eat to fuel your body? Are you
eating to fuel or to comfort? 

Down Time, somewhere calming and relaxing,
this could be  reading a book or having a soak

in the tub

This could be  an activity you enjoyed before
you started your family or may be a new group
or activity you've discovered since becoming a
parent 

Go Ape, something that invigorates you. A
walk or an exercise class or a swim

How do you get on with accessing Health
Care, Education other community services?
Do you manage to make and keep
appointments, arrive on time for meetings?



What your
Child needs

Meeting your
families
needs:
Finding a
starting point

Working out what your child needs can be very
difficult when you're trying to find a starting
point. Their needs change frequently throughout
the first couple of years and a lot of the time we
need to be one step ahead of their development.
The important thing to remember when finding
your starting point is to focus on the now. Are you
meeting their needs today?  

Once we have looked at the "what your child needs
section" we can start to prioritize what you would like
to work on or what you need to work on as a priority. 

The important thing to remember when establishing a
starting point is that it is just that. It's your opportunity
to look at how you meet your child's needs now and
how confident you are in planning their future needs
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Sleep

Space to Learn
through play

Socializing

Excercise 

CommunityFueling your wee ones
body

Does your we one get enough sleep?  Have
you got a system that your happy with that
means your child is getting a chance to re-

charge their battery.  

Food is critical to your child's development.
Are you confident in providing a varied diet for

your wee one ? 

Your child 's opportunities to explore the world
through play. Do you manage to read and play

and sing and explore the outdoors with your
wee one? 

Most communities have groups and clubs
where you can  take your wee one to spend
time with other children . How do you get on
with accessing Bookbug,, playgroups and
buggy groups ?

Go Ape, something that allows your wee one
to burn of some energy or develop physical
skills through adventure. Do you manage to
get out and about to clubs, groups, the beach
or the pool etc?

There is a lot to consider in the first few years of
your wee ones life . Do you manage to  stay
well connected with your  Midwife, Health
Visitor, Nursery etc .



Weekly Diary 
To help you keep track of how your week has gone it's good to follow some handy prompts like the
ones listed below. This will come in useful when your Coach is talking to you during your next

session with them 
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Sleep

Space to Learn
through play

Socializing

Excercise 

Community and
other services

Fueling your wee
ones body

Did you try anything
new?
Did you find any new
ideas on Facebook
etc?
Have you referred to
your NHS
information?  

Did you try anything
new?
Did you find any new
ideas on Facebook
etc?

Did you try anything
new?  

Did you find any new
ideas on Facebook
etc?

Did you try anything
new?
Did you find any new
clubs or groups either
online or in the
community?

Did you go anywhere
new?
Did you find any new
ideas  on Facebook
etc for linking in with
your community?

Did you manage to
get out and about?



Let's start a new chapter in our lives
Let's start working together
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